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PRODUCT CODE PACK SIZE CARTON QTY

LQR030 30Rags 12

PRODUCT BENEFITS
Quick Rag are clean, soft and re-usable microfibre cloths for use where a clean, dry
and non-scratch cloth is needed for spills, wipe ups and many other tasks.

APPLICATION
Quick Rag come in a box of 30 separate 30cm x 30cm sized pieces and can be used
for tasks such as – vehicle polishing, window cleaning, wiping hands, wiping spills,
general cleaning and just about any use where a normal cloth rag was once used. They
are an excellent choice for cleaning eyeglasses without chemicals and for buffing
automotive waxes off vehicles.
Quick Rag are a made from soft microfibre so will not scratch surfaces where they are
used. The convenient tissue like box, holds 30 individual cloths and are far more
convenient than trying to locate a dry, clean and soft rag in a workshop or other
commercial establishment.
Quick Rag are washable and can be used again and again for just about any cleaning or polishing job. They can be
used wet or dry, with or without chemicals. Highly water-absorbent, they can absorb many times their weight. They
have no hard edges, buttons or seems to remove the potential for scratching when polishing or cleaning.
 

PRODUCT BENEFITS
Clean, dry and soft cloths
Large 30cm x 30cm size
Convenient, washable and re-usable
Can be used wet or dry, with or without chemicals
No hard edgesthat can scratch surfaces
Highly absorbent for cleaning up spills
Excellent for all types of cleaning jobs
Economical 30 per box size

 

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE LEVELS

TYPICAL DATA

PENRITE OIL COMPANY PTY LTD ABN 25 005 001 525
110 Greens Rd, Dandenong South, Victoria 3175 Australia
Phone: 1300-PENRITE (1300 736 748)
Fax: 1800-PENRITE (1800 736 748)

International Ph: +61 3 9801 0877, Fax: +61 (0)3 8710 6601
New Zealand Ph:0800 533 698, Fax: 0508 736 748
Website: www.penriteoil.com.au
Email: penrite@penriteoil.com.au
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